Japan-China Business Monthly

Description: The author offers Japan-China Business Monthly Report for companies in Japan and China, which combines news reporting with informative regular insights that helps the investors in both the countries to assess the investment opportunities.

Japan and China hold important places in world economics and there has been a fervent renewed interest in trade and industry between them. According to analysis on Japan-China trade in the first half of 2014, based on import data from “Trade Statistics of Japan” by the Ministry of Finance and the “China Customs Statistics Yearbook”, total trade increased by 4.4% to US$168.4 billion, marking an increase from the double-digit decrease which was seen in the same period of the previous year. Exports to China increased by 2.5% to US$78 billion and imports also rose by 6.1% to US$90.4 billion.

The objective of this monthly is to offer each month a database of useful information that plays a crucial role in the ongoing China-Japan trade and investments. The monthly is specifically designed to provide investors with the present scenario of investment trends, opportunities, helpful resources, regulatory developments, orientation of Japan and China prospective business locations, latest trade statistics, important forthcoming business events/fairs, and current rankings.

Our research team continuously updates news from established news portals, regional and international primary news sources, business media sites, company websites and stock exchanges. At the end of the month, our research experts identify those news stories that have played a crucial role in Japan-China investments in the month and provide an overall report on the same with supportive informative features, profiles and exhibits.

Highlights
- Cover Story micro-analyzing the contemporary business issues experienced by Japan and China
- Focus section to round up relevant news of a specific industry sector or new business/investment trend followed by Japanese or Chinese companies
- All the important investment transactions of the month
- Key news stories in depth
- Japan-China trade and industry facilitator of the month
- Introduction and investment advantages of a Japanese prefecture and a Chinese province
- Japanese companies expanding in China
- Financial and commodities markets in Japan and China
- Japan-China latest trade statistics
- Japanese firm in China
- Chinese firm in Japan
- Japanese executive in China
- Chinese executive in Japan
- Company of the month
- Regulatory developments in Japan-China commerce

Key Features
- A complete resourceful news guide for familiarizing with the present investment trends between Japan and China
- Business news and other information compiled from established news portals, reliable primary and secondary news sources, business media sites, company websites, press releases, and stock exchanges
- Comprehensive coverage of all relevant information
- Monthly editions with recent updates
- Original news source links provided for all news for further reference
- Senior colleagues who finalize key topics have years of experience

Contents: MARCH 2015 ISSUE

Through the Lens:
Cover story: High-speed rail: China competes with Japan worldwide
Key Japan-China business transactions of the month
Focus: Will the Japan-China dynamics affect Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank?

Spotlights of the Month:

Sony looks to China-based Truly for OGS solutions
JinkoSolar to Provide Smart Modules to IDEC for Project in Hyogo Prefecture, Japan
Mitsui to acquire stake in catering firm in China
Hitachi Metals signs JV with Chinese producer to meet growing NdFeB demand
Japanese company taps into Chinese elder care with adult diapers
Showa Denko Locates Second Bulk Molding Compound Plant in China
Japanese co TMEIC sets foot in China's PV inverter market
Eisai to Establish Oral Solid Dose Production Facility at New Suzhou Plant in China
BYD Becomes First Chinese Auto Company to Penetrate Japanese Market
Japanese cosmetics community and website Cosme enter China

Profiles of the Month:

Executive profile (from Japan based in China): Mr. Shunichi Matsui
Executive profile (from China based in Japan): Mr. Sun Jiong
Firm profile (Japanese firm in China): Canon (China) Co., Ltd
Firm profile (Japanese firm in China): Baidu Japan Inc.
Japan-China trade facilitator: Japan-China Economic Association
Chinese province: Zhejiang Province
Japanese prefecture: Fukushima Prefecture
Company of the month: Sony (China) Co. Ltd.

Regular Features:

Japan-China trade data updates
Update: Regional projects of Japan
Japanese companies expanding in China this month: An update on the trends
Regulatory developments in China
Financial and commodities markets
Upcoming events during March 2015 to June 2015

Exhibits:
Exhibit 1: List of Japanese Companies
Exhibit 2: List of Chinese Companies
Exhibit 3: List of Japanese Subsidiaries in China
Exhibit 4: List of Japanese and Chinese Companies: By Industry
Ordering:
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Contact Information
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☐ Pay by credit card: You will receive an email with a link to a secure webpage to enter your credit card details.
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Research and Markets,
Guinness Center,
Taylors Lane,
Dublin 8,
Ireland.
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